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Résumé

The AILA Research Network on crosslinguistic perspectives on L2 studies seeks to im-
prove collaboration across French-speaking and English-speaking scholarly communities by
offering a forum for participants to review, clarify, and update terms and concepts in sec-
ond language acquisition, second and foreign language teaching, educational linguistics, and
language education across the two languages. While applied linguistics in English-speaking
contexts has over the years extended its scope and aims beyond its original focus on the
teaching and learning of foreign language, terminological slippage in French had led to a
schism between la didactique des langues étrangères and other domains of la linguistique
appliquée which is problematic for an international organisation named after the French
acronym and appealing to a contemporary interdisciplinary interpretation of the field.
This symposium is positioned at the intersection of the conference focus on professionals
and research and crosslinguistic perspectives on second and foreign language education. It
aims to address methodological challenges and applications in language education in a range
of areas within applied linguistics: corpus linguistics, language for specific purposes, con-
texts for language learning, and language pedagogy/didactics. We open with two papers
on corpora in language research (Tyne, Boulton) focusing on methodological challenges and
terminological issues. We then address terminology and translation in professional discourse
(Olmo-Cazevieille) before turning to dimensions of language learning experiences both online
and in immersion (Toffoli, Finardi & Archanjo, Howard). The final papers investigate class-
room teaching and learning, focusing on the key terms acquisition, learning, communicative
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competence, and task (Leray, Whyte).

The aim of the symposium is to bring together a range of perspectives from language educa-
tion scholars working in French and English to shed light on areas of agreement and points
of divergence in this key area of applied linguistics.
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